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AGENDA ITEM
INTRODUCTION

ACTIONS

1.1 LW opened the meeting at 18:01 with a warm welcome to participants. LW
particularly welcomed prospective Co-opted Governor, Nargis Miah and
Governors introduced themselves.
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1.2 BH requested that the meeting be recorded for ease of drafting minutes, by
utilising the record function available in Zoom. BH confirmed that the recording
would be deleted once the minutes had been drafted. All participants agreed.
1.3 Apologies were received and accepted from NO’S and TP. Governors noted
that JC was running late and was expected to join later in the meeting.
1.4 LW noted two items of new/urgent business:
 Trans Inclusion Toolkit – AMW
 Ofsted quotes on the school website – DK
1.5 There were no conflicts of interest declared.
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1.6 LW noted BH’s new role at East Sussex County Council as a Project Coordinator for the Governance & Clerking Service. LW explained that BH stood
down as PA to the Headteacher effective 10th September, but has retained her
Senior Clerk to Governors role at HJS. Governors congratulated BH on her
promotion and expressed thanks for her support over the last year.
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING
2.1 Approval


Governors reviewed the minutes from the last meeting on 7th July 2020.
Governors agreed that the minutes were a true and accurate record.

2.2 Matters Arising


There were no matters arising.

2.3 Actions


Signature

Governors considered the following actions from the previous meeting:
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Governors agreed that all actions had been completed with the
following comments/exceptions:
o

Item 2.3.1 – Draft and issue a letter targeted BAME school
stakeholders, outlining the BAME Individual Risk Assessment
process and ensure that this is signposted on the website. (MS)
Status – Cancelled: MS explained that this action was no longer
required, having been advised by the LA that BAME Individual
Risk Assessments were only required for staff.

o

Item 4.2.1 – Explore the feasibility of Keith Kelsey developing
an additional safety protocols video for parents/carers. (MS)
Status – Closed: This action has been completed. MS advised
that Keith Kelsey also participated in a Health & Safety Governor
visit with LM. Additional safety protocol videos have been
uploaded to the website and communicated to parents/carers.

o

Item 4.2.2 – Highlight the opportunity to parents/carers that
their child can opt to conduct a tour of the school if they are
feeling particularly anxious or worried ahead of their return to
school. (MS)
Status – Closed: This action has been completed. MS confirmed
that all SEND/vulnerable pupils completed their school tours
(for both sites) prior to the end of the Summer Term.

o

Item 4.2.3 – Explore the feasibility of partnering with other
schools in the Hove Partnership to share home learning
resources. (MS)
Status – Pending: This action is in progress. MS advised that SLT
were working with peers within the Sussex Coast Teaching
School Alliance to develop Home Learning best practice.
Resources are particularly being shared for Maths and English,
which can be leveraged in the event of a full or partial
lockdown.

o

Item 5.3.1 – Plan and schedule the Governor’s Away Day for
January. (LM/LW)
Status – Pending: This action is in progress.

o

Item 13.2.1 – Explore the feasibility of incorporating
BLM/diversity into the wider curriculum and other aspects of
school life. (AMW/LW)
Status – Closed: This action has been completed. A working
party has been established and further discussion has been
planned for later in the meeting.
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CO-OPTED GOVERNOR APPOINTMENT
3.1 BH invited Nargis Miah to share a brief summary of her experience and why
she would like to join the Board as a Co-opted Governor:
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NM introduced herself as follows:
o NM advised that she is a former pupil at HJS and has been a
teacher of Year 3 & 4 pupils for last 6 years.
o NM explained that she is based within the local area and is
currently doing supply teaching work.
o NM advised that she is therefore familiar with the current
school curriculum.
o NM noted her school finance and safeguarding experience.
o NM advised that she is keen to support and develop HJS as the
school had played such a key role in shaping her learning
experiences.



NM then (virtually) exited the meeting, whilst Governors deliberated.



BL asked – is there a particular role that NM would be best placed to fill
based upon her skills/experience? LM indicated that ideally, NM will
perform the Safeguarding Link Governor role.



Governors unanimously agreed to appoint NM for a 4 year term as a
Co-opted Governor, through to 19th October 2024.



BHk left the meeting at 18:17 due to connectivity issues.



Governors then welcomed NM back to the meeting and congratulated
her on her appointment.



BH then outlined the following next steps:
o BH to advise Governor Support of the new appointment.
o BH to initiate on boarding administration activities, e.g. email
address set up, website updates, provision of access to online
induction training (NGA), share key information etc.
o SS to complete the DBS check process.
o LM to co-ordinate internal induction support, e.g. role overview,
committee allocation, GVO training, assign a buddy etc.

 JC joined the meeting at 18:22. BHk re-joined to the meeting at 18:23.
VICE CHAIR ELECTION
4.1 Nominations
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BH advised the Board that a single nomination for the Vice Chair of
Governors role had been received – Jo Corbett.



JC shared a brief statement on why she would like to perform the Vice
Chairs of Governors role.
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JC then withdrew from the virtual meeting.

4.2 Vice Chairs of Governors Appointment
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Governors deliberated and then unanimously agreed to appoint JC as
Vice Chairs of Governors for a 1 year term.



Governors then welcomed JC back to the meeting and congratulated
her on her appointment.

HEAD’S UPDATE - VERBAL
5.1 Covid-19 Update


MS shared the following update:
o
o
o



Signature

The revised HJS Continuity Plan document has now been shared
with Governors and is available on GVO.
The plan was also shared with staff during a staff briefing, which
included an outline of home learning expectations.
The Continuity Plan outlines 3 tiers of home learning provision,
which is closely aligned to DfE expectations and guidance:
 Tier 1 – In the event of a single pupil needing to isolate,
e.g. pending a Covid-19 test, they will receive a letter
(template already in place), which includes year group
specific topic related activities, along with links to a
range of online resources from the Oak National
Academy.
 Tier 2 – In the event of a class bubble needing to isolate,
children will receive immediate access to a suite of
home learning resources. The learning provision will
mirror the curriculum and pupils will have access to a
daily timetable of activities, which will be aligned to
their class learning experience as much as possible.
Teachers will leverage Oak National Academy resources
to support this learning provision.
 Tier 3 – In the event of a whole school full lockdown,
e.g. 2 week ‘circuit breaker’, 10 days of learning
provision is already in place for teachers to leverage,
which includes example timetables.

DK considered the Staff Communication section of the Continuity Plan
on page 6, which references the handling of confidential papers and
asked – does the plan need to be more specific in detailing the types of
confidential documents concerned? MS noted that there are so many
possible scenarios which could involve confidential pupil information, it
is difficult to be explicit about these within the Continuity Plan
document.
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MS reflected that the key priority is that should a teacher have a specific
concern about an individual pupil or should a particular pupil need to
isolate for Covid-19 reasons, the identity of that pupil should be kept
confidential, as should any sensitive information.
LC reflected that the document could be amended to specify ‘red data’.


DK left the meeting at 18:31 due to connectivity issues.



BL reflected on the issue of confidentiality, in the event of a pupil
needing to isolate for Covid-19 related reasons and noted that some
parents/carers have shared confidential information on WhatsApp
groups, where specific pupils have been identified.



BL asked – is a communication or further intervention needed to
parents/carers to remind them about sharing confidential information
and thus prevent further breaches? MS explained that communications
have previously been sent to parents/carers to address this issue and in
some instances, individual parents/carers have been spoken to. MS
noted that most parents/carers are very receptive to this message.

DK re-joined the meeting at 18:35.


DK revisited the Continuity Plan document and asked – are staff clear on
what constitutes ‘confidential and protected’ from a GDPR perspective?
MS confirmed that for the purposes of the Continuity Plan document,
there was adequate detail with regards to confidential papers. MS
reflected that it would however, be helpful to revisit confidentiality at a
forthcoming staff briefing meeting to clarify scope/expectations – this
would also be supported with a staff memo.
o

Action 5.1.1 – Communicate with staff at a forthcoming staff
briefing about GDPR requirements and expectations with
regards to pupil confidentiality, in the event of a full/partial
lockdown. Supplement this update with a staff memo.

MS

5.2 Attendance
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MS directed Governors to the ‘Attendance – Weeks 1-6’ document,
which was distributed ahead of the meeting. MS noted the following:
o Attendance data is being shared with Governors on a weekly
basis.
o Whole school attendance levels are at 98.05%, which is higher
when compared year on year to the same period in 2019.
o Similarly, attendance levels for SEND and Pupil Premium
children is also up year on year (currently at 96.88% and
97.07%).
o HJS attendance levels are notably higher than other schools in
Brighton & Hove.
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5.3 Planning Ahead
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MS shared the following update:
o The school continues to keep abreast of current Covid-19
related DfE guidance.
o Simon Chandler (School Partnership Advisor) recently
conducted a virtual visit, which included a review of the
Continuity Plan. The SPA Report will be included in the papers
for the next FGB meeting.
o The Home Learning provision is being developed through
knowledge share and partnership within the Sussex Coast
Teaching School Alliance.
o Parent/Carers consultation evenings are being held virtually this
week.
o Teachers are following up with any parents/carers who have yet
to engage with the home learning platforms (Google Classroom
and Seesaw) to explore and address any digital access issues.
o An INSET day is scheduled for 2nd November (just after halfterm), which will include sections on replicating the classroom
online and leveraging home learning platforms for homework.

GOVERNANCE
6.1 Governor Roles
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LW directed participants to the ‘Governor Role Restructure Proposal
Document’ and highlighted the following Link Governor role vacancies:
o Safeguarding Link Governor – NM has been proposed for this
role (following her Governor Induction process).
o Behaviour Link Governor – LM reflected that this role could be
potential filled by the new Parent Governor, once elected.
o GDPR Link Governor – LM indicated that BL may be a good fit
for this role.



Action 6.1.1 – Follow up with NM and BL re their capacity to perform
the Safeguarding and Behaviour Link Governor roles.



Governors approved the following appointments to Link Governor
roles for 2020-21:
o Safeguarding Link – TBC (possibly NM)
o Equalities & Diversity – AMW
o SEND/EAL – BS
o Finance – TP
o Curriculum – DK
o Personal Development – DK
o Behaviour – TBC
o Induction, Training & Development – LM
o English – LW
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o
o
o
o
o

Pupil Premium – BHk
Maths – JC
Sports Premium – TP
Health & Safety – BL
GDPR – TBC (possibly BL)



LM directed participants to the ‘Governor Link Role Description’
document and encouraged all Governors to review the descriptions for
their specific roles, to ensure clarity around scope of responsibilities.



LM also highlighted that the document contained useful Governor
monitoring visit questions for Governors to leverage.

6.2 Parent Governor Election


BH confirmed that the Parent Governor Election letter was issued to
parents/carers on 13th October 2020 – the deadline for candidates to
submit their nomination forms is Friday 23rd October 2020.

6.3 Governor’s Away Day – Spring Term


LW noted that a date has yet to be confirmed for the Governor’s Away
Day, though this is expected to be held in January. LW advised that BH
would be contacting Governors in due course with a selection of
possible dates in order to explore availability.



LW explained that the likely timing of the day will be from 2-5pm and
will be held virtually.



LW indicated that the approach for the day will be discussed further at
the next Chairs of Committees meeting, though will likely include the
following agenda items:
o
o
o
o
o

Anti-Racist Action Plan
Governing Board Self Review
Governor’s Strategic Plan
Skills Audit
Training & Development Planning

6.4 Register of Pecuniary Interests & Self Declarations
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BH advised that most Governors have submitted their signed
declarations of interests and self-declaration forms.



Action 6.4.1 – Follow up with Governors re any outstanding
declarations of interests and self-declaration form submissions and
update the Register on the school website.
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6.5 Governor Monitoring Visits – Autumn Term


Governors considered the draft Governor Monitoring Visits – Autumn
2020 document and discussed plans for the following visits:
o

7

Safeguarding – MS advised that the Inclusion Managers (MSt
and CW) will be liaising with LM to finalise a date for this visit.
o Health & Safety – BL confirmed that he would participate in this
visit on 13th November 2020.
o SEND – BS indicated that he is currently following up with the
SENCO Administrator to finalise a date for the visit.
o Finance – MS advised that this visit has been scheduled for 22 nd
November 2020. LM advised that she would try to participate.
o Equalities & Diversity – AMW indicated that this visit will be
scheduled for after half-term. MS also invited AMW to attend a
portion of the forthcoming IQM meeting, given that the AntiRacism proposal has been included on the agenda for this
meeting.
o Behaviour & Development – LM advised that this visit was
conducted on 9th October and the Governor Visit Report will be
included in the papers for the next FGB meeting.
REPORTS FROM COMMITTEES
7.1 Chairs of Committees


LM directed participants to the draft Chairs of Committees minutes
from 8th September 2020 and shared the following update:
o Agendas for committee meetings were considered and agreed.
o The Anti-Racism Proposal was discussed at length – update
from AMW to follow later in the meeting.
o Governors received an update on the schools response to the
Covid-19 pandemic.
o Staff Wellbeing Survey – results were discussed and an action
plan is being developed.

7.2 Leadership & Management
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JC directed participants to the draft Leadership & Management
Committee minutes from 22nd September 2020 and shared the following
update:
o LM & JC were re-elected as Committee Chair and Vice Chair,
however Governors agreed that these roles would be re-elected
in the Spring Term, given LM’s limited capacity to retain the
existing Committee Chair role longer term.
o Covid-19 Additional Costs - £15K reimbursement expected
shortly, however, a decision is still awaited on the remaining
outstanding costs.
o New budget monitoring spreadsheet has been rolled out by
BHCC, which has delayed the 2020-21 budget being finalised.

Date 8th December 2020
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o

o
o
o
o

A new Head’s PA has been appointed – officially due to join the
school after half-term, following a period of shadowing with the
interim PA resource.
The Health & Safety Action Plan was reviewed by Governors.
The Lettings Policy was approved, which incorporates the
additional safeguarding check requirements.
Governors considered the Leadership & Management and
Behaviour & Attitudes sections of the draft SDP.
Governors discussed the new attendance tracking tool –
‘Studybugs’, which tracks Covid-19 specific absence data in
more detail.

7.3 Curriculum & Outcomes
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DK directed participants to the draft Curriculum & Committee minutes
from 1st October 2020 and shared the following update:
o DK & AMW were elected as Committee Chair and Vice Chair.
o Curriculum Recovery – the priority focus has been upon reintegrating children back into a school routine, rather than
removing them from class for targeted interventions at this
early stage.
o Assessments are in progress – initial monitoring has indicated
wider gaps in Maths than in Reading/Writing/SPaG.
o Curriculum Action Plan – emphasis is on advancing the school’s
priorities in the context of Covid-19 recovery. Key focus is on
building knowledge progressively over time, particularly in the
Foundation subjects. A consistent key strength area for the
school is skills progression.
o Online Learning – the school has a well-established contingency
plan in the event of the need to partially or fully close the school
again.
o Governors considered the Quality of Education section of the
SDP – Personal Development will be reviewed in the next
meeting.
o Anti-Racism Proposal – this will be a standing agenda item
moving forward, as the school reflects on how to incorporate
this agenda into the curriculum.
o Pupil Voice – Governors had the opportunity to review videos of
Pupil Voice questions with pupils. Focus areas included
wellbeing and pupil experiences of home learning.



LM asked – have Governors determined how they will monitor the
progression of knowledge within the curriculum? DK advised that
Subject Leads will be invited to attend Curriculum & Outcomes
Committee meetings across the year, to enable Governors to drill down
on this in more detail. The first subject for consideration will likely be
Art. MS advised that core knowledge sheets are already in place for
History and Geography, but these are still under development for Art, so
monitoring in this area will be timely.

Date 8th December 2020
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7.4 Safeguarding Board (HJS Only)
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MS directed participants to the draft Safeguarding Board minutes from
8th October 2020 and shared the following update:
o Safeguarding reports on referrals and outcomes were
considered for PR and HR sites.
o The next meeting will include members of the WHIS Governing
Board.

STAFF WELLBEING SURVEY
8.1 LC directed Governors to a summary of Staff Wellbeing Survey which was
conducted in July 2020:
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Key data points:
o 95% of staff said they generally feel positive towards work.
o 94% of staff said they generally feel productive.
o 68% of staff said they are able to effectively switch off from
work to make time for rest.
o 57% of staff said my manager is checking in regularly enough
with how I'm doing.
Staff requested a summary of the survey results in a more accessible
format, which has since been provided.
A Wellbeing Working Party has been established – key insights:
o Given the high proportion of staff that were largely working
from home during the lockdown period, it is understandable
that some staff struggled to ‘switch off’ from work.
o Many staff indicated that they also missed face to face
communication with their peers during this period.
Moving forwards, a staff wellbeing newsletter will be issued on a
monthly basis, the first of which was issued on 2nd October 2020.
To ensure wellbeing remains high on the agenda, wellbeing is being built
into discussions during staff appraisal meetings.
Wellbeing is being addressed at every level – whole school, within
teams and individually.
LSA staff, in particular, have requested additional time to check-in with
their line manager.
Covid-19 specific individual risk assessments have highlighted ongoing
staff anxieties related to safety protocols, particularly with regards to
those vulnerable staff members who need to work across bubbles or
sites.
The Union Rep has invited anonymous feedback from staff and key
concerns/issues have been addressed via staff briefings.
Another key theme is that staff have requested more notice when new
Covid-19 related initiatives are implemented. However, this is
challenging given the rapid rate of change and ongoing additional
guidance that continues to be cascaded via the DfE.
The next Staff Survey is due in Autumn 2.

Date 8th December 2020
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8.2 The following discussion occurred:


BL reflected that staff wellbeing continues to be a priority focus area in
all organisations and is likely that staff wellbeing will likely take a ‘big
dip’ in the run up to Christmas. BL asked – what is being done to preempt this? LC advised that the following steps are being taken by the
school:
o
o
o
o
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LC will be conducting further research on staff wellbeing, with a
view to leverage key insights/strategies.
Wellbeing will remain on the agenda and regular staff check-ins
will be put in place.
Individual Risk Assessments will be updated on a regular basis.
Clear processes are already in place for staff to feedback via
multiple channels, including through Union Reps. Staff are
being encouraged to utilise these to share any anxieties and
concerns.

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
9.1 MS directed Governors to the draft SDP document which was shared ahead
of the meeting and briefly talked them through the plan.
9.2 The following discussion occurred:
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BL asked – has the school been able to identify which pupils do not have
access to a digital device? MS confirmed that registers are in place,
which teachers are using to track and monitor when online
learning/homework is being accessed on the Google Classroom and
Seesaw platforms. MS also noted that during the lockdown period, it
was apparent which children were not accessing online learning
resources, as paper learning packs were being sent home as an
alternative.



MS explained that moving forwards, parents/carers are being actively
encouraged to utilise Google Classroom and Seesaw for the completion
of all homework. MS also noted that a select few parents are keen for
their children not to access digital home learning resources, in order to
minimise screen time for their child. MS reflected, however, that from a
health & safety perspective, (i.e. in terms of minimising physical contact
with homework completed on paper), the school will continue to
encourage pupils complete their homework online.



MS advised that a small pool of Google Chrome Books have been
purchased by the school for use by the most vulnerable children,
utilising the existing IT budget. The school are not able to request
funding support for additional Google Chrome Books, unless the school
enters full lockdown.

Date 8th December 2020
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DK noted that there are instances of ‘XXX’ appearing as placeholders in
some sections of the SDP document and asked – will this be updated
with figures? MS clarified that the SDP will be updated, now that the
Provision Mapping exercise has been completed.
o
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Action 9.2.1 – Share an updated version of the SDP, which
includes the Personal Development section and the
replacement of all instances of ‘XXX’, with appropriate figures.

MS

DK noted that one of the four 3 year targets on the first page of the SDP
document is to be ‘the local school of choice’. DK asked – is this a
specific enough target, given that parents/carers have a range of
different priorities when selecting a school for their child? Can this
priority be further refined to something more specific to the school?
MS agreed to reflect on this further.

POLICY REVIEW/APPROVAL
10.1 Health & Safety Policy


MS advised that there have not been any significant changes to the
policy since the last review.



The PR Office Manager has recently completed Health & Safety
refresher training and confirmed that a Covid-19 specific addendum is
not required as the Risk Assessment is already in place.



Governors considered the Health & Safety Policy, which was
distributed ahead of the meeting and agreed to approve.

10.2 Complaints Procedure
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LW explained that the Complaints Procedure has been updated
following the Complaints Panel hearing that was held in July, with input
from panel members and the Clerk – LM, DK, AMW and BH.



Governors considered the Complaints Procedure, which was
distributed ahead of the meeting and agreed to approve.



MS thanked LM, AMW, DK and BH for their input in reviewing the
Complaints Procedure.

HEALTH & SAFETY UPDATE
11.1 SS shared the following update:
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Quarterly Fire Risk Assessments held at both sites - no major issues to
report.
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Termly Premises Inspections held at both sites - remedial works to be
actioned by caretakers.
Fire drills held in September at both sites.
No major first aid incidents.
Anaphylaxis Awareness Training held in September.

TRAINING UPDATE
12.1 Training Report


BH directed Governors to the Training & Analysis Report, which was
distributed ahead of the meeting.



BH particularly recommended the following forthcoming training events
for Governors to attend:
o
o
o
o
o

Governors’ Monitoring Role During Covid-19 – 5th Nov & 1st Dec
Equality Forum (Building Anti-Racist Schools) – 18th Nov
SEND Forum – 24th Nov
Health & Safety: Roles and Responsibilities for Governors – 23rd
& 26th Nov
Governance Conference re Headteacher Wellbeing – 3rd Dec

12.2 Governor Development Plan


BH directed Governors to the latest version of the ‘Governors
Development Plan’ resource, which is available on BEEM.



BH reminded Governors to utilise this tool in identifying key training and
development opportunities linked to their Link Governor and/or Chair
roles.



AMW asked – when is the next Hove Partnership Forum due to be held?
LM agreed to confirm this in due course.



DK asked BS and BHk – as relatively newly appointed Governors, how
are you settling into your new roles? BHk advised that he has been
leveraging a range of Governor resources on the BEEM website to
extend his knowledge of Governance. BS reflected that it has been
challenging transitioning into this new role, given that he has not yet
been able to visit onsite at the school.

12.3 ‘Safeguarding: The Governor’s Role’ Training
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BH reminded Governors to complete the ‘Safeguarding: The Governor’s
Role training course via the NGA Learning Link.
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ANY OTHER BUSINESS
13.1 Anti-Racist School Proposal & Action Plan
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AMW directed participants to the ‘DRAFT Anti-Racist School Action Plan’
document and shared the following update:
o HJS has already established an inclusive culture, as reflected by
the Inclusion Quality Mark (IQM) held by the school.
o The Anti-Racist School Proposal has been developed following
Black Lives Matter movement, which gained prominence earlier
this year.
o BHCC are working to develop an Anti-Racist School strategy,
which is expected in January.
o In the interim, schools have been encouraged to focus on
celebrating Black History Month and encouraging staff (and
later Governors) to access Racial Literacy training.
o Key focus areas of the HJS Anti-Racist Proposal & Action Plan
are:
 Racial Literacy training for Equality Leads – BHCC
expected to roll this out in Autumn 2.
 Establish an Anti-Racist School Working Party – with
representation from SLT, staff and Governors.
 Decolonising the Curriculum – longer term priority.
o AMW has joined the Brighton & Hove Educators of Colour
Collective (BHECC), who are working with the LA to develop the
Anti-Racist School strategy.



LM and MS thanked AMW for this update.



LM reflected on the recent Anti-Racist School Working Party meeting
that she had recently attended and advised that that the HJS Action Plan
continues to be developed – resources are being gathered, leveraging
the ‘Padlet’ ideas sharing tool.



JC expressed interest in getting involved with the Anti-Racist School
Working Party.



BL asked – what scope does the school have to edit the Curriculum, in
order to incorporate more diverse content? MS reflected that the AntiRacist agenda will be a longer term journey for the school. The school
are considering opportunities to ensure wider diversity in the
Curriculum beyond History lessons, e.g. within core texts.



MS cautioned however, that BHCC’s key message is that schools should
not race ahead on their anti-racist school plans, but await the strategy
and resources being developed by BHCC. In the interim, schools should
instead focus on completing Racial Literacy training and ensuring that
Anti-Racism remains on the agenda as a discussion item. It is important
that this is addressed in a sensitive and well organised way.
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MS also noted that the school have been reflecting in the need to
engage with pupil’s interests. This should not be restricted to Black
History Month, but be approached much more broadly than this. MS
noted that the IQM Action Plan now reflects this broader approach, e.g.
incorporating Black British History, rather than just African American
History.



AMW agreed and noted that decolonising the curriculum touches all
aspects of the curriculum, i.e. beyond History lessons.



AMW shared the following statement of intent, as outlined in the AntiRacist School Proposal document: “For Hove Junior School to become an
Anti-Racist School, providing an anti-racist education and challenging
race inequality, so that we can provide the best possible teaching for all
our children and every child can thrive.”



DK agreed and reflected that the school needs to teach the National
Curriculum. The Local Authority has indicated that in delivering the
curriculum, schools should aim to teach and communicate around issues
such as racism, colonialism, immigration and diversity.

13.2 Trans Inclusion Toolkit


AMW shared the following update:
o
o
o

AMW attended the Equalities Governor Forum on 30th
September, which focussed on Trans Inclusion.
The Trans Inclusion agenda includes children in both Primary
and Secondary settings.
In response to the BHCC consultation process, AMW requested
volunteers to review the Trans Inclusion Toolkit ahead of the
January deadline. BHk, NM, LW, DK and AMW agreed to
participate.

13.3 Ofsted Quotes – School Website


Governors agreed to defer this item to the next meeting.

13.4 The next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 8th December 2020, at 18:00.
13.5 The meeting closed at 20.08.

Signature

Date 8th December 2020
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ACTION SUMMARY
ITEM
5.1.1

OWNER
MS

6.1.1

LM

6.4.1

BH

9.2.1

MS

Signature

ACTION
Communicate with staff at a forthcoming staff briefing
about GDPR requirements and expectations with regards
to pupil confidentiality, in the event of a full/partial
lockdown. Supplement this update with a staff memo.
Follow up with NM and BL re their capacity to perform the
Safeguarding and Behaviour Link Governor roles.
Follow up with Governors re any outstanding declarations
of interests and self-declaration form submissions and
update the Register on the school website.
Share an updated version of the SDP, which includes the
Personal Development section and the replacement of all
instances of ‘XXX’, with appropriate figures.

Date 8th December 2020

DUE DATE
8th Dec 2020

8th Dec 2020
2nd Nov 2020

6th Nov 2020
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